Abstract. Using a method due to E. Thomas, we prove that if \a\ > 9.9 •
Let K = Q(d), where d denotes one of the roots of F(x, 1). If n = 4, then the maximal order of K has unit rank 1, 2, or 3 according as F(x, 1) has four, two, or no imaginary roots. This will be called the unit rank of the Thue equation.
Ljunggren [4] as well as Nagell [5, 6] examined the number of solutions of certain classes of quartic Thue equations of unit rank two and one. They proved that the number of solutions is at most 10 and 8, respectively. Stroeker [ 10] gave a method which enabled him to solve quartic Thue equations of unit rank two. Using numerical Diophantine approximation techniques, Pethö and Schulenberg [7] , Steiner [9] , and de Weger [14] solved some single equations of unit rank 3. Stroeker and Tzanakis [11] applied Skolem's p-adic method for the same purpose.
Recently, all the solutions to infinite parametrized families of cubic Thue equations were found by Thomas [12, 13] . His method is based on an A. Bakertype lower bound for linear forms in the logarithms of algebraic numbers.
In this paper we shall use Thomas' method for two classes of quartic Thue equations of unit rank 3. More precisely, let a be an integer and fa(x,y) = x -axy-xy +axy +y = (x -y)x(x + y)(x -ay) + y as well as ga(x, y) = x4 -ax y-3x y + axy +y.
In §2 we show that if \a\ ^ 2, then fa(x, y) is irreducible, and similarly, if a t¿ 0, then ga(x, y) is irreducible.
It is easy to check that (1.1) fa(x,y) = l is solved by (x, y) = (0,±1), (±1,0), (±1,±1), (Tl,±l), (±«,±1), (±1, =F<s), which we call trivial solutions. The only nontrivial solutions we know correspond to \a\ = 4, namely (x, y) = (±8, ±7), (±7, ^8) for a -4, and (±8, t7) , (±7, ±8) for a = -4.
Our main result is Using the reduction procedure of Baker and Davenport [1], more precisely its implementation by Gaál and Schulte [3] , we were able to prove Theorem 2. If 3 < \a\ < 100, then (1.2) has only the trivial solutions except for \a\ = 4, when it has the four nontrivial solutions given above.
Similarly, (1) (2) (3) ga(x,y) = ±\ has the trivial solutions (x, y) = (0,±1), (±1,0), (±1,±1), (±1,^1). For \a\ = 1 we found four nontrivial solutions, namely (x, y) = (±2,±1), (±1, t2) for a = 1 as well as (x, y) = (±2, ±1), (±1,±2) for a = -1.
Using the method of the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we get Theorem 3. // 0 < \a\ < 100 or \a\ > 9.9 • 1027, then (1.3) has only trivial solutions except for \a\ = 1, when it has the four nontrivial solutions given above.
Comparing these theorems with the above-mentioned results of Ljunggren and Nagell, we see that quartic Thue equations of unit rank three may have more solutions than those of smaller unit rank.
Let r¡ > 1 be a real quadratic unit with conjugate r\ , and let n m for n £ Z. It is easy to see that Rn £ Z for all n £ Z. Using the results of Theorems 1,2, and 3, we also prove Theorem 4. Assume that 0 < \n + n'\ < 100 or \n + n'\ > 9.9 • 1027 and (1.5) 4w2 + v2 = z2
w'î/î (m, d) = (i?", i?"+1) or (Rn+X, R") and z e Z. 77ze« n = 0, or n = 2, -3 (wAtre ////' = 1), excepí vv/ze« eiíAer |rç + n'\ -4, ?///'= 1, n -4, (u, v) = (56, 15), and n --5, (w, u) = (-56, -15) or \n + n'\-l, nr¡ = -1, w = 3, (w, w) = (2, 3), awd « = -4, (w, v) = (-2,-3).
Elementary properties of the polynomials
Let a, b € Z and /a Ä(x) = x4 -ax3 + bx2 + ax + 1. Then we have Lemma 2.1. Let <p be a zero of fa b(x) and a: Q(<p) -> Q(tp) a mapping with a(<p) = -l/tp . Then a is an automorphism of the field Q(q>) and of the module Z[q>]. Moreover, the maximal invariant subfield of Q(q>) corresponding to a is Q(<P-l/9).
Proof. The first assertion is true because -l/<p is also a root of fa b(x). We have -l/tp-tp -a<p + by + a £ Z[<p], which proves the second assertion. Let L denote the maximal invariant subfield of Q(<p) corresponding to a . Then the degree of Q((p) over L is equal to the order of a, which is either one or two.
Let n = <p -l/(p . Then Q(n) is a subfield of L because a(n) = n . Thus, if q> i Q(n), then [Q(<p) : Q(n)] = 2 and L = Q(n).
We have hence n is a zero of the polynomial y -ay + (b + 2), i.e., n is of degree one or two.
Assume that tp £ Q(n). If n £ Q, then Q(<p) -Q = L, otherwise [Q(n) :
Q] = 2, and there exist u, v £Q with <p -u + vn . Then a(<p) = u + va(n), and by a(n) = n we have -l/(p -u + vn = q> or <p = -1. Also in this case the mapping a is of order one, i.e., L = Q(n). The lemma is proved. D It is clear that fa(x, I) = fa_x(x) and ga(x, l) = ga<_3{x). We conclude that the roots of fa(x, 1) = 0 are a, ß, -1/a, -l/ß , and it is obvious that for a > 3 we have a £ (a-l, a), ß £ (1, 2), and -1/a, -l/ß £ (-1,0). The aim of this section is to find a system of fundamental units in the order Z [<p] , where (p is one of the zeros of fa(x, 1) or ga(x, 1). The result will be proved only in the first case because the proof of the second one is essentially the same. does not coincide with the unit group of the maximal order of Q(#>) and Q(^), respectively, as one can see in the example a = 6 in the first case, and a = 4 in the second one. But to prove our main theorems, we need exactly the results stated above. Before proving Theorem 3.1, we establish three lemmas. As £ > 1, replacing <u by w"1 if necessary, we may assume oe > 1 and k > 1. There exist integers xn , yn , for any n > 0, with
Denote by y the conjugate of the element y £ Q(e). Then m i°> =Xn+yne .
and so
e-e l co-oe
Here we used co-oe' = yx(e-e), hence yx >0. We have (con-a>'n)/(oe-oe) £ Z for any n > 0 because oe is a quadratic algebraic integer. Hence, if there exists a k > 1 with (3.1), then j>. = 1, and so n in oe -to Therefore, the sequence {.y"}^l0 satisfies the recursion Using these properties of *F, we get (3.8) V(Wn) = a>(3)n + coWtt = bne' + cn.
Subtracting (3.8) from (3.6), the following analytical formulae can be derived for bn :
which is exactly (3.7).
If max{<y(,)|/ = 1, ... , 4} = max{ct)(3), o>(4)}, then by (3.9) there exists an n0 such that bn < 0 for any n > n0. By assumption, Wn + x¥(Wn)> 0 holds for any n, hence (3.7) implies that bn < 0 for any n > 0. The proof of the other case is exactly the same. D Proof of Theorem 3.1. Without loss of generality we may assume tp -a. Let £ = a-1/a = (a-l)(a + l)/a. Then a-1, a, a+1 is a system of fundamental units if and only if a -1, a, £ is. To prove this, it is enough to see by [8, Theorem (7 (c) Finally, assume that (3.12) is solvable with k > 1. Let us first make the additional assumption that h = I = 0. Then e = oewk = (J-2)k and e = com = (o{4)k, i.e., (o{x) = ±(o(2) and oe{3) = ±oe{4) because K is real. Lemma 3.2 implies k = 2, or 'or = -e, and w( W4) = -e . We may assume without loss of generality that w(1) = -w(2) = -Jî and <y(3) = -<y(4) = \/7. Then we have (oeiX) + oe{3))2 = oew2 + (o{3)\2 = e + e+2 = a + 2, i.e., co{X)+co{3) = y/JTl. One can derive (o{X)+(o{4) = -Ja-2 and &>(2)W3) = -%/tf -2 similarly.
The splitting field of fa(x, 1) has an automorphism given either by the permutation (ß,-l/ß) or by (a, ß, -1/a, -l/ß). This automorphism maps either w(1) to <y(1) and cd(3) to <y(4), hence Va+ 2 to \/a-2, or w(1) to w' ' and ûj( ' to co , hence v/a + 2 to -Va -2, which is impossible.
If / = 0 and h > O, then we get 2 , ..h, (1) (2k A;
from (3.12) . This implies k = 2, h = 1 by Lemma 2, which is obviously impossible. So we may assume in the sequel that I, h > 0. Considering the product of the first and second conjugates of (3.12), we get 1 -2 and or or ' = ±1 for the possible solutions. Hence k is odd.
If h is odd, too, then replacing co by oea, we may rewrite (3.12) as
where h -k is even and -k < h -k. So it is enough to prove that (3.12) is unsolvable in integers I, h, k with 1 -2, -k < h < k, h even, k > 3 odd. Assume on the contrary that it is solvable. Then considering the sign of the conjugates of (3.12), we get (3.14) oe{x), oe{2\ oe{3), oo{4) > 0 and /i tes (I) (2) (3) (4) , (3.15) oe oe ' -oe oe -1. It follows from (3.12) that We shall now show that if h = 0 or -2, then We have seen that in these cases (3.17) holds, thus bx < 0 by Lemma 3.4. From the first inequality (3.18) we get c, > 1 -bxe, which implies that co{X) + ■■■ + co{4) = bxa + 2cx > -bx(2e -a) + 2 > 4.
Hence, b2< -4 by (3.7), and as the sequence bn is monotonically decreasing, bn < -4 for any n > 2. Hence, bk = -3 for k > 3 cannot hold. Theorem 3.1 is proved. D 4. Approximation properties of the solutions of (1.2)
Let (x, y) £ Z2 be a solution of ( 1.2). If x = 0, then y = ±1, and if y = 0, then x = ±1. Furthermore, the pairs (x, y) and (-x, -y) are both solutions or are not solutions of (1.2), hence we assume in the sequel that xy ^ 0 and y>0.
Let (x,y) £ Z2 be a solution of (1. The norm of each of the numbers (-1), a -1, a, and a + 1 is 1, hence on the right-hand side of (4.1) only the + sign is possible. This proves already the first assertion of the main theorem if a > 3 . For a -3, replacing a + 1 with (a -l/a)1/2 , the above considerations remain valid.
•y In the remaining of this section we prove that if (x, y) £ Z is a solution of (1.2) with y 9¿ 0, then x/y is a good approximation of one of the conjugates of a. Hence, we can divide the solutions into four distinct classes, and it is enough to examine only two of them. which is the characterization of a Type II solution.
Solutions of Type I
Throughout this section, a solution of (1.2) means a solution of Type I. Let £ = a -1/a and fi' = ß -l/ß as in §3. We assume, furthermore, a > 3. Proo/. We know that a < x/y < a and a > 1. From 8a2 > 36 it is easy to deduce that Vfi2 + 4 > a . Combining these inequalities, we get First we show that w = 2 cannot give a solution. Indeed, in this case, H2 = a and S2 = a2 -2, which imply y < a -1 and x > a2 -1 by (5.12), and so x/y > a + 1, which is impossible by Lemma 2.1. We may assume in the following w > 3 . Using now (5.13) and (5.14), we get l0g((q -W.) < iQgfi log/? ' ¿ 'loga Hence, logalog((a-y?)/a) 1 log £ log ß An easy computation shows that the right-hand side is larger than -6, and so ax > -3. Of course, as a-ß > a-2 and ß > 1 + l/2e, we have ß6(a-ß)>(l + iya-2)>a if a > 6. For 3 < a < 6 direct calculation gives the same estimate. Hence, log(a/(a -/?))/log/? < 6. The inequality loga/log£ < 1 is obvious, so the assertion is true. We have seen that ax = -2 is impossible, which proves the lemma. D On the other hand, ß > I + e /2, hence ß2 > I + e', and so 4log/? > £_1 in contradiction with (5.17). Hence a3 -ax > 1. In this case, the first and the third summand of A, are positive while the second is negative. Since log((a + l/ß)/(a -ß)) > 3.le~2v~x, (5.17) can hold only if (ax +a3 + 2a2)logß + (a3-ax)log j--<0, i.e.,
-(ax+a3 + 2a2) log ß > log -j-r + log 2.
Further, logyS = log(l + (ß -1)) < ß -1 because of ß -1 < \ , hence -(ax +a3 + 2a2) > -j--log j--+ j-j log2 > £log£ + £log2.
Here we also used (2. that a0 < 1.5 • 2 « 9.9 • 10 , which proves the theorem. D
Solutions of Type II
In this section we assume that a > 3 and (x, y) £ Z is a solution of (1.1) of Type II. Let y -x -ay, and denote by a0 = 0 or 1, (ax, a2, a3) £ Z3 the corresponding exponents determined by (4.2). We refer in this section to these assumptions as general assumptions. x -y =H2W = swHu, from (6.1) and (6.2). For w = 0 this system of equations implies the solutions asserted, and it is easy to see that for w = 1 the system does not have any solutions. Hence, we may assume in the sequel w > 2, in which case Hw+X >
V
We shall now prove that (6-8) y < Sw < Hw+X < x.
Assume that this is not true. Then by (6.7), swHw = x ~y <Hw+i~sw> i.e., (6) (7) (8) (9) H2W+X>SW(SW + HW).
Using the definitions of Sw , Hw, e, and e', one can prove by an easy computation that (6.10) (Sw(Sw+HJ-H2w+x)(e-e')2 = (a2-2a-2)S2w_x-(a-3)S2w_2+2S2-2.
We have a > 2, hence a2 -2a -2 > a(a -3), and so the right-hand side of (6.10) is large, so that Proof. By Lemma 6.5 we have a3 -ax < 0 and ax+ a3 + 2a2 > 0. Assume a3 -ax -0; then (6.13) implies Ad3 v = -2 loge loga ' and so ax+a3 + 2a2 = d3l0^a+l)/ia-l))+ô2<2. [2] to A,, we get Bx < 1032 for a < 100. Performing for 4 < a < 100 a modified version of the reduction procedure of Baker and Davenport [1], implemented by Gaál and Schulte [3] , we get that B2 < 6. For the remaining small values of v we can compute the solutions from (5.1) and ( 
5.2).
The nontrivial solutions of Type II satisfy v > 4 by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.4. Let now Bx = ax+a3 + 2a2 and B2 = -(a3 -ax ). Then computing for 4 < a < 30 lower and upper bounds for d2 and d3 (defined in Lemma 6.5), we get 2v> B2> Bx> 1.
■52
Applying again Corollary 2 of [2] to A2, we get B2 < 10 , which can be reduced to B2 < 4 for any 4 < a < 100. The remaining small values of v can be checked for solutions, using (6.1) and (6.2).
The only nontrivial solution we found was a = 4, a, =4, a2 = -I, a3 = 0, which corresponds to the solution stated in the theorem. 
